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Chapter 2831

“Roma, now is not the time to be inspired,”

Luther said solemnly. It is important to consider the overall situation.

We must push the He family to new heights, and we must not be blinded by a little
hate!”

Roma became irritated and shouted, “Dad!” Ruoli has nothing to do with what I’m about
to say.

It’s entirely because Mr. Wade’s circumstances are much superior to those of the Su
family! If you can believe it, it’s true.

I’ll just have to wait before you return to make my final decision!”

“However, I have promised Anson that the bus will stop at He’s door at ten o’clock
tomorrow morning,”

Luther said, embarrassed. Wouldn’t it be because I’ve hit Old Man Su’s face, and if he
gets upset, the whole He family is affected if I hesitate for no reason at that time?”

Roma hadn’t expected her father to turn around so quickly, and he was angry and
nervous for fear of offending Chengfeng, so she blurted out, “Okay!” Then I’ll leave and
come home.

I should be able to make it home before the sun rises. By then, I’ll have told you.

“Explain everything!”



“If Roma can return before dawn, in any case, it won’t affect the original plan, it doesn’t
hurt,” Luther reasoned when he learned this.

“If this is the case, then you can return as soon as possible,” he said, opening his
mouth. Let’s talk about it in person if you have anything to say.”

“All right!” Roma clenched her teeth and said, “Then I’ll start!”

“Ruoli, mom has to go,” she said to Ruoli next to her after hanging up the phone.

“Mom, Grandpa insists on cooperating with the Su family?” she asked hurriedly.

“Yes,” says the speaker. “Anson went to Mocheng and gave your grandpa a price of 2
billion yuan,”

Roma said helplessly. Your grandfather has already given his consent. Tomorrow
morning at 10 a.m., he’ll carry the family over.

I must return to see him before he departs and remind him of Master Wade’s fate.

The most important thing is to give him Master Wade’s pill and let him decide for
himself.”

“Your grandfather… is far too sure of what he thinks,” Roma sighed as he said.

The internal boxing system of the He family, as well as the He family’s Qi San and
Awakening syrup, are both the best martial arts medicines in his eyes.

He doesn’t even realize that the high quality on the way, the pride of the He family, and
the basis for survival aren’t worth mentioning in front of Young Master Wade’s pill!”

For him to recognize it, he must taste it.



Chapter 2832
Ruoli also knew very well grandpa’s temperament.

He was too convinced of his own set of perceptions, as her mother put it.

They believed that the earth is the center of the universe and that the sun and all the
stars revolve around it, just as those who believed in geocentric theory did in ancient
times.

This seemingly absurd theory persisted in the world’s major civilizations for thousands
of years.

The heliocentric theory proposed by Copernicus was gradually disproved until the 16th
century.

It demonstrates that these words are deeply embedded and influence a person’s vision
and pattern.

Therefore, even if Roma described the medicinal pill given by Charlie on the phone,
Luther would never believe it.

Allowing Roma to return to Mocheng and personally hand over the pill to him is the best
and only option.

Only then will she be able to alter his cognitive concepts.

So, Ruoli hurriedly asked: “Mom, it’s so late, how are you leaving?”

“There is no way,” Roma said helplessly. “Now there are no flights from civil aviation.” I
have to wait until tomorrow morning at the earliest.

It’ll be too late, so I’ll have to bother Young Master about getting the plane ready…”

“All right!” Ruoli quickly picked up the phone and said, “I’ll call him.”

“FOr such things, don’t annoy the Master,” Roma said, stopping her. Master does, after
all, have a family.



It would be difficult for him to justify himself to his wife if you call him too late, so don’t
bother him.”

“I believe Master has a lot of faith in Issac,”

Roma said after speaking. He organizes a lot of stuff for Master. Let’s find him, who I
believe has sufficient authority to arrange the plane.”

“Mom, wait a minute, I’ll tell the staff!” Ruoli said with a nod.

“Please inform Mr. Issac, I have an urgent matter to find him,” Ruoli said as she
hurriedly got up, hurried to the door, and said to the staff outside the door.

Issac arrived a few minutes later, running all the way over.

“What’s the matter with Miss Su?” he asked hurriedly when he saw Ruoli.

Ruoli most likely informed him of the situation.

“No problem,” Issac said without hesitation when he learned that Roma needed to
return to Mocheng as soon as possible.

In ten minutes, the helicopter on top of the building can take off.

Arrive at the airport and board a private plane to the Northeast. I’ll also book a
helicopter in advance in the Northeast so Ms. He can get to Mocheng as soon as
possible!”

Chapter 2833
Ruoli exhaled a sigh of relief and thanked Mr. Issac, saying, “Thank you very much!”

“Not a big deal!” says the voice.

Roma also changed her clothes at this time, and sadly said to Ruoli, “Ruoli, I’m so sorry,
your mom said to be with you tonight, but I have to go again…”



“Mom, it doesn’t matter,”

Ruoli said with a smile. It gives me great pleasure to see you. Furthermore, I assume
that grandpa would want to work with Master after seeing the pill that he has given to
you.

You can return to Aurous Hill. We can meet every day if that’s the case!”

“Yes!” exclaims the speaker.

“You are here waiting for mom, and mom will come back as soon as possible!” Roma
said lovingly, touching Ruoli’s cheek.

“Wow!” exclaims the speaker.

Anson had already informed Chengfeng that the He family had agreed to re-cooperate
when Roma was rushing back to Mocheng.

Chengfeng exhaled a sigh of relief when he learned that the He family would be able to
join him and his family in Suhang the next morning.

While the He family’s power might not be enough to equal the mysterious master’s, it
does put him in a better position.

He’ll also have more energy to consider how to mediate with Zhiyu, his granddaughter.

After all, that individual had twice rescued Zhiyu.

Zhiyu’s safety would be a bit more assured if he is able to defend himself.

So, after praising Anson, he went straight to work putting together a special aircraft.

The He family numbers more than a hundred people and only a medium-to-large
passenger plane can transport them all at once.

In terms of the bus, he’s afraid that at least four buses will be required, as well as one or
two additional trucks to transport luggage and materials.



Chengfeng arranged for his subordinates to pack passenger flights, buses, trucks, and
other equipment, on the one hand, and to leave Mocheng with his family at ten o’clock
tomorrow, on the other hand.

In this situation, you’ll be able to get to Suzhou before it gets dark.

Chapter 2834
Luther didn’t dare to postpone the plan for tomorrow at this stage. He had already
begun informing the rest of the He family and packing his own luggage.

Late at night, the whole He family became extremely busy.

Anson stayed in the guest room, satisfied, listening to the sounds of people walking
around and the movement of things moving next door.

He knew Master Su was a little puzzled this time, but he managed to keep the He family
inside the 2 billion quotations.

This is something that should be credited. The master will, of course, have it when he
returns. It has been expressed.

Anson fell asleep to the sound of ding and cling.

All night, Luther and his son Tom, as well as several other key members of the He
family, were almost awake.

Everybody had their own ideas. Except for Luther, everybody else had already figured
out how to get a piece of the 2 billion dollar annual profits.

What they’ll get and how they’ll use it once they have it.

The sky in the east had started to steadily light up at six o’clock in the morning.

Last night, there was a snowstorm, and Mocheng was almost completely covered in
snow.



Because of the cold, most residents of this small city spend more than half of the year at
home for the holidays.

This is also a very quiet time, with very few people on the street.

A helicopter appeared in the southern sky at this precise moment.

Roma sat in this aircraft, anxiously searching the horizon for Mocheng, which was just a
few hundred kilometers away.

Charlie had given her two blood-saving, heart-saving tablets, which she kept in her
arms.

She assumes that if her father and the Su family are reunited, no matter how intense
the conviction, if the father takes one of them, he will change his mind immediately.

“Brother, please find a suitable place to land one or two kilometers away from the
compound, so as not to be discovered by someone who is interested,” she said to the
pilot when they were more than ten kilometers away from He’s mansion.

Since helicopters are unusual in small towns, they are sure to draw attention.

It makes no difference if others are paying attention. Anson, who lives in Roma’s house,
is Roma’s main concern.

If he discovers that she returned to a helicopter, he will most likely become suspicious
and investigate the helicopter’s sources.

If he discovers some information about the Wade family, it will undoubtedly become an
issue in the future.

He wouldn’t be suspicious if he doesn’t find the helicopter, even if he sees her in He’s
villa.

“Ms. He, on the map, I can’t find a suitable landing place in the area, but the distance
outside the city is a bit far away,” the pilot hurriedly said. “Do you have any
recommendations?”



“There is a river about 1.5 kilometers southeast of He’s family,” Roma said. In the winter,
the river is totally frozen.

Tanks ran on the ice and helicopters flew over the ice when I saw the troops practicing a
few years ago. It’s perfectly fine.”

“On such a cold day, the river must be able to carry it,” the pilot said. Then I’ll simply
land on the river, as you mentioned!”

Chapter 2835
The helicopter touched down on a sheet of ice as hard as a rock.

Roma didn’t wait for the plane to come to a complete stop; instead, she pushed open
the door and jumped out.

She rushed to her 1.5-kilometer-away home after saying her goodbyes to the pilot.

Many members of the He family had already risen early at this stage.

The He family’s lifestyle has always been a little different from that of mainstream
society.

They, on the other hand, have a lot in common with the ancients.

The He family, for example, seldom uses new technology in their daily lives. Except for
necessities such as telephones, the He family rarely uses mobile phones, computers, or
the Internet.

He family is made up of generations ranging from eighteen to fifty years old men and
women alike. All are busy studying martial arts as long as they are with their families.

Everyone will do it whether it’s spring, summer, fall, or winter. As long as the rooster
crows, in a quarter of an hour, get up and begin training.



They normally sleep for around six hours if there are no special conditions, and the rest
of the time is spent doing exercises.

Other elderly people who have finished practicing medicine, as well as married women,
get up early every day to do some housework in order to keep the whole family in order.

Despite the fact that the He family was up early today as well, there was no scene of
young and middle-aged people practicing.

All were preoccupied with packing their belongings and finishing household chores.
After all, the family had to relocate this time, and even the elderly members of the family
have to accompany them.

As a result, this huge house would be in a semi-desolate state for a long time with no
one to manage it, so it must be resolved before leaving.

Luther, the He family’s elderly member, dressed neatly in the morning. Even though he
was over a year old, he put on his most upright collection of Tang suits, combed his
silver hair back into his back, and carefully groomed his grey beard.

Even though he was eighty years old at the time, he was still wearing the same style.

Luther wandered alone through the He family compound’s forecourt and backyard, his
gaze drawn to this century-old mansion.

He is not a materialistic person. The only way to spend the two billion yuan pledged by
the Su family is to improve the He family.

He was also very clear in his heart that he was already an old man, and that even
though he had a strong base of martial arts practice throughout his life, he still needed
God’s blessing if he wanted to live to be a hundred years old.

As a result, the entire play will be completed in no more than 20 years.

Money has always been something outside of his body for him, and he has no desire to
live a lavish lifestyle.



He hopes to be able to live in peace in Mocheng before he reaches the earth if he puts
aside the He family’s future plans.

It is not easy for him to take his family to fight in the south while he is in his eighties.

It’s just that he’s involuntary in a lot of things, but this time it’s only because his family
has burnt out the last of his life before he died, and he’s made up his mind in his heart
that he’ll never return before death.


